Rainlendar Mac os X
Posted by mahdoum - 2011/01/14 15:55
_____________________________________

Hello,
Just started using rainlendar on my mac after been using it for years on windows. I've got a few questions/problems if
someone can help.
1. In cmd+tab the rainlendar icon is seen, although in windows alt+tab its not there.
2. When I "show desktop" using multitouch (or hot corners) and then click on click on one of rainlendar's windows, all the
hidden windows show up again, and the window I clicked is on top of them all. This is annoying since I have to go to an
empty space to use rainlendar. I noticed the cmd+alt+h command, but can't it be done by default?
3. When I open preferences pane in rainlendar, the calendar and weather windows are on top of the the preferences
pane, in contrast to stuck on the desktop as set in my preferences.
Can't rainlendar work like quicksilver? That is it will be bound to the desktop, no cmd+tab icon and no menu bar?
Thanks for a great application :D
============================================================================

Re: Rainlendar Mac os X
Posted by Rainy - 2011/01/15 10:34
_____________________________________

The dialogs which open behind the windows are quite annoying but since they are handled by the framework I'm not sure
if there is anything I can do about it. If you disable the dock icon (Options->Advanced->Show dock icon) Rainlendar won't
be visible in the cmd+tab selection and won't have a menu but unfortunately does create few other problems. But you
can try if that works better for you.
How do you configure Quicksilver so that it stays on desktop and won't be visible in the cmd+tab selection?
============================================================================

Re: Rainlendar Mac os X
Posted by mahdoum - 2011/01/18 00:17
_____________________________________

Hiding the dock icon was exactly what I was looking for :) It works like I would like it to, with a few minor annoyances.
Well, Quicksilver cannot stay on the desktop, but I was trying to ask if you could put it on the desktop and not have
cmd+tab & dock icon (similar Quicksilver). Hiding the dock icon did exactly this :)
Thanks again
============================================================================
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